
CS 145 Homework 7
KMap

1 Overview

Your objective in this homework is to steep yourself in object-oriented design, in which we divide
the responsibility of solving a problem amongst a swarm of objects. Each object manages its own
identity and supports certain behaviors that may alter its state. The objects interact with each
other much as actors play off of each other in theater. Through their collaboration, our software
achieves its purpose in an organized and maintainable way.

You will see these principles at work in the context of clustering and plotting a set of geographic
locations. Given a flat set of latitude-longitude pairs, you will break the locations up into a set of
k groups of locations near each other using the well-known kmeans clustering algorithm. You will
then export the clustered locations to a KML file, which can be viewed in Google Earth.

Pseudocode for the kmeans algorithm is given below. For a discussion of clustering’s purpose
and a demonstration of the algorithm, please watch http://youtu.be/KXugGuTLmP0.

2 Requirements

Complete the classes described below. Place all classes in package hw7.

2.1 LatLon

Write a class LatLon, which encapsulates a decimal latitude and longitude pair. It has the following
public interface:

1. A constructor that accepts two parameters: a double latitude and a double longitude.

2. A method getLatitude, which returns the latitude as a double.

3. A method getLongitude, which returns the longitude as a double.

4. A method distanceTo, which accepts another LatLon parameter and returns the distance
between this latitude-longitude pair and the parameter. Distance is Euclidean; consider the
two locations to be connected via the hypotenuse of a right triangle. The distance between
the two locations is the length of the hypotenuse, which can be found using the Pythagorean
theorem.

Test before moving on.

2.2 Place

Write a class Place, which encapsulates a named location and its description. Instances of this
class correspond to pushpins on a map. It has the following public interface:

1. A constructor that accepts three parameters: a String name, a String description, and a
LatLon. This constructor associates the given information with the place. Additionally, it
associates the place with cluster 0.
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2. Getters getName, getDescription, and getLocation, which return the appropriate state of
the place.

3. A method setClusterID, which accepts an int cluster ID. It associates the place with the
identified cluster.

4. A method getClusterID, which returns the place’s current cluster ID as an int.

5. A method toString, which returns a String of the form “NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE
CLUSTER-ID”, where the capitalized words are replaced by the place’s state. This method
is helpful for testing your clustering algorithm.

Test before moving on.

2.3 Cluster

Write a class Cluster, which manages a collection of LatLons. It has the following public interface:

1. A default constructor, which initializes the Cluster to contain no LatLons.

2. A method add, which accepts a LatLon parameter. It associates the LatLon with this cluster.

3. A method getMeanLocation, which returns as a LatLon the average location of all the places
in the cluster. The average of a collection of LatLons is the average latitude paired with the
average longitude.

Test before moving on.

2.4 KMeans

Write a class KMeans, which contains code that will cluster a collection of Places. Unlike the
previous classes, instances of this class have no state of their own. Accordingly, we do not need to
make instances of this class. All of its methods are static. It has the following public interface:

1. A static method indexOfNearestMean, which accepts the following parameters: a LatLon

array of cluster means and a LatLon location. This method is used to determine in which
cluster a location is a member. It determines which mean in the array the location is closest to
and returns the mean’s index. For example, suppose the array contains the following means:

0 : (5, 10)

1 : (30, 30)

2 : (50, 75)

If the latitude-longitude is (4, 6), this method would return 0, since it is closest to mean 0.
If the latitude-longitude is (35, 40), this method would return 1. And so on.

2. A static method updateMembership, which accepts the following parameters: a LatLon

array of the current cluster means and an ArrayList of Places. Based on the means, it
identifies which cluster each place falls into and updates the place’s cluster ID. The following
pseudocode may guide your solution:
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for each place

identify the cluster nearest to the place

associate the place with that cluster

Be sure to leverage other methods you’ve written.

This method returns a boolean indicating whether or not any place moved from one cluster
to another. That is, if all places maintained membership in the cluster they were in before this
method was called, then return false. Unchanged membership indicates that our clustering
has converged, and there’s no reason to continue calling this method. If any place did change
its membership, then return true.

When a place switches membership from one cluster to another, the two affected clusters’
means change, which may cascade to other changes the next time this method is called. By
returning true, you inform the caller that at least one more round of updating is needed.

3. A static method updateMeans, which accepts the following parameters: a LatLon array
of the means (whose current values are likely outdated and therefore irrelevant) and an
ArrayList of Places. Based on the places’ cluster IDs, it computes the current mean of each
cluster by updating the means array. The following pseudocode may guide your solution:

create k clusters

for each place

add this place to its cluster

overwrite the old means with the new ones

4. A static method cluster, which accepts the following parameters: an ArrayList of Places,
and an int k. It clusters the places into k clusters. Follow this pseudocode in your solution:

initialize means to first k locations

while membership is changing

update membership and means

Your helper methods make this method pretty short.

Prime each cluster using the first k places. That is, the initial mean of cluster 0 is the location
of place 0, the initial mean of cluster 1 is the location of place 1, and so on.

Test before moving on.

2.5 KmlUtilities

Write a class KmlUtilities, which is used to print out a map in the KML format. It has the
following public interface:

1. A static method write, which accepts the following parameters: a File to write the KML
to and an ArrayList of places. It writes the list places to the file in the following format,
with the capitalized words replaced by their actual values:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<kml xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2">

<Document>

<name>KMap</name>

<Style id="cluster0"><IconStyle>

<color>ff00ff00</color>

<Icon><href>http://www.gstatic.com/mapspro/images/stock/503-wht-blank_maps.png</href></Icon>

</IconStyle></Style>

<Style id="cluster1"><IconStyle>

<color>ff999999</color>

<Icon><href>http://www.gstatic.com/mapspro/images/stock/503-wht-blank_maps.png</href></Icon>

</IconStyle></Style>

<Style id="cluster2"><IconStyle>

<color>ff0000ff</color>

<Icon><href>http://www.gstatic.com/mapspro/images/stock/503-wht-blank_maps.png</href></Icon>

</IconStyle></Style>

<Style id="cluster3"><IconStyle>

<color>ff0099ff</color>

<Icon><href>http://www.gstatic.com/mapspro/images/stock/503-wht-blank_maps.png</href></Icon>

</IconStyle></Style>

<Style id="cluster4"><IconStyle>

<color>ff00ffff</color>

<Icon><href>http://www.gstatic.com/mapspro/images/stock/503-wht-blank_maps.png</href></Icon>

</IconStyle></Style>

<Placemark>

<name>NAME0</name>

<description>DESCRIPTION0</description>

<styleUrl>#cluster3</styleUrl>

<Point><coordinates>LONGITUDE0,LATITUDE0</coordinates></Point>

</Placemark>

<Placemark>

<name>NAME1</name>

<description>DESCRIPTION1</description>

<styleUrl>#cluster1</styleUrl>

<Point><coordinates>LONGITUDE1,LATITUDE1</coordinates></Point>

</Placemark>

</Document>

</kml>

This example just maps two places. In general, each Place is represented with a Placemark

element. In the styleUrl element, indicate the place’s cluster ID. The header and footer
surrounding the Placemark elements are static text. Only the contents of the Placemark

elements changes. Print the latitudes and longitudes to six decimal places—which is the
default behavior when you printf a double using %f.

Defer any exceptions to the caller.

You may assume for the purposes of this homework that no one ever partitions into more
than 5 clusters and no more than 5 styles are needed.

Test before moving on.

2.6 Main

Write a class Main. It has the following public interface:
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1. A main method, which you may use for testing. Its exact behavior is not specified.

2. A method clusterAndMap accepting the following parameters: an ArrayList of places, an
int k, and a File to write the KML map to. It clusters the places into k clusters and then
writes the clustered places out to the KML file. If writing to the file fails for any reason,
throw a FileNotFoundException.

3. A method clusterAndMap accepting the following parameters: a File containing place data
as text, an int k, and a File to write the KML map to. It loads the place data from the
given file, clusters the places into k clusters and then writes the clustered places out to the
KML file. If writing to the file fails for any reason, throw a FileNotFoundException. The
input file has the following format:

name0<TAB>description0<TAB>lat0<TAB>lon0

name1<TAB>description1<TAB>lat1<TAB>lon1

name2<TAB>description2<TAB>lat2<TAB>lon2

You may assume that the <TAB> character does not appear within any of the text. That is, it
is unambiguously a delimiter between fields. Consider using a Scanner to read an entire line,
and then the String.split method to break the line up into pieces. Use "\t" for split’s
delimiter pattern. To convert a String into a double, use Double.parseDouble.

This method should not duplicate code that you’ve written elsewhere.

3 Testing

Inspect KML files by opening them in Google Earth. You are encouraged to share your test input
and resulting KML files on the course discussion board.

4 Submission

To submit your work for grading:

1. Put the SpecChecker for this homework in your Build Path. Run the SpecChecker as a Java
Application and fix problems until all tests pass.

2. Commit and push your work to your repository. Verify that your solution is on Bitbucket.

A passing SpecChecker does not guarantee you credit. Your grade is conditioned on a few things:

• You must meet the requirements described above. The SpecChecker checks some of them,
but not all.

• You must not plagiarize. Write your own code. Talk about code with your classmates. Ask
questions of your instructor or TA. Do not look at others’ code. Do not ask questions specific
to your homework anywhere online but Piazza. Your instructor employs a vast repertoire
of tools to sniff out academic dishonesty, including: drones, CS 145 moles, and a piece of
software called MOSS that rigorously compares your code to every other submission. You
don’t want to live in a world serviced by those who squeaked by through questionable means.
For your future self, career, and family, do your own work.
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• Your code must be submitted correctly and on time. Most excuses devolve into, “I started
too late.” The fix for this problem is not an extension.
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